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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere

T

hese reports depend on imagination, yours and mine.
Perhaps that’s not the best way to begin a journalist’s parsing of facts, but
without imagination, these facts add up at most to a little, distant tut-tutting
as we turn the pages. But if we close that distance and imagine ourselves in
place (and, perhaps, in peril), the wind rises, the ankle swells, and we wonder
at where we are. And what we’ll do. In that wondering we may become a little
wiser, a little better prepared when chance or chuckleheadedness visits us in
the hills. That is the point of all these words.
With that appeal to expansive imagination, on to the expansive season,
one that—unlike its colder cousin, winter—admits to the mountains so many
people of varying experience. That come-one-come-all appeal makes summer
a sometimes-silly, sometimes-sober season in the Whites; the summer of 2014
was no exception. Here are some of its stories.

Chasing Light
On the evening of July 8, four young women, sisters Laura S. and Erin S.,
Whitney M., and Alexis G. (ages unavailable), set out up Mount Watatic
from Route 119 in Ashburnham, Massachusetts, to watch the sunset. The hike
up Watatic is short and sharp, and the four made it to the top in time to see
the sun slip down. When they were ready to leave, however, they continued
on Wapack Trail north instead of descending to the south, back to Route 119.
At 10:35 p.m., New Hampshire Fish and Game received a call from the
Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Office, which had received a cell phone
call from the four women, who were lost. The sheriff’s office was able to
provide NHFG with coordinates that placed the hikers around a half-mile
northwest of the Wapack Trail’s intersection with Binney Hill Road. NHFG
Conservation Officer William Boudreau arranged to meet two New Ipswich,
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New Hampshire, firemen at the intersection of Binney Hill Road and
Wapack Trail, and at around 11:35 p.m., the searchers found the four women
and guided them out. The Wapack Ridge was under a severe thunderstorm
watch at the time.
Comment: The four women made a number of obvious mistakes, among
them carrying only a single headlamp and taking no map. They said that
they did not know the weather forecast or about the severe storm watch.
The summit of Watatic, with its swirl of unofficial side trails over ledges, can
be confusing, especially after dark. The way north and the way south drop
from the summit not far apart from one another. But the main avenue of
the Wapack is well marked and evident. Also, the terrain going north differs
markedly from that of the southern climb. One would think they would have
known their error right away, but by the time the women called for help, they
had gone more than two miles north, double the distance of their original
climb. Darkness can often erase that sense and familiarity of a route. What
prompts me to include this short story is the ease with which we walk into
darkness, and then get turned around. We climb to see the sunset’s beauty,
chasing light; the light is what we see and seek, and often we don’t stop to
imagine (or prepare for) navigating the darkness that follows.

Thanks for the Lift
On July 12, NHFG received a late-morning call about a hiker, Andrew
K., age 53, who had fallen a mile and a quarter up Falling Waters Trail and
sustained injuries that kept him from walking. By 12:30 p.m., rescuers from
NHFG, the U.S. Forest Service, and Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue
had reached the scene, where a friend and some hikers who had come along
were attending Andrew. Rescuers began the carryout by litter at about
1:20 p.m. and reached the road and an ambulance at around 2 p.m. Contacted
a few days later by Conservation Officer Jonathon Demler for a follow-up,
Andrew expressed deep gratitude for his rescue. Demler’s report also noted
that Andrew apologized repeatedly during the carryout for needing this sort
of attention.
Comment: I include this typical rescue story for two reasons. First, Andrew
expressed gratitude several times. Although such thanks are, according to
rescuers, not uncommon, Demler’s report underlines them, thereby providing a small window into the good feeling such thanks generate. Too often
embarrassment at needing help shows itself in stoniness or disregard for the
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freely given work of rescuers. We all fall; when we’re unlucky, we need help.
Being thankful in such a situation suggests good mental balance, even after
physical balance has failed. My second reason for telling this is that I want to
draw attention to Fallings Waters Trail, part of the touted and ever popular
8.9-mile “Franconia loop” route. It combines Falling Waters Trail, Franconia Ridge Trail, the upper part of the Greenleaf Trail, and Old Bridle Path.
The loop includes the tops of Little Haystack, Lincoln, and Lafayette mountains, and it remains above treeline for at least 2.7 miles. With its eponymous
waters and steep ledges, Falling Waters Trail is a hard climb or descent that
is rarely free of slippery spots. And the aforementioned loop, easily reached
from Route 93, is one of the more demanding day hikes in the Whites. Such
easy access may be why these trails see more than their share of mishaps and
rescues.

Off Track X 2
NHFG Officer Robert Mancini had to return to Franconia Ridge not long
after the aforementioned carryout. A little before 9 p.m. on July 12, NHFG
got word of a hiker who was “unable to move” not far from the summit of
Mount Lafayette. Al D., age 28, and his cousin had set out earlier that day
on the same Franconia loop route I mentioned in the previous story. But on
the summit of Lafayette, Al and his cousin had missed the turn for Greenleaf
Trail. Instead, they had walked more than a mile along Garfield Ridge Trail
before sensing their error and turning back up, climbing Lafayette again.
Simply put, drinking too little water and not eating enough, Al ran out of gas
these long hours after his 10:30 a.m. start.
Contacted as first responders, Appalachian Mountain Club Greenleaf Hut
croo members arrived atop Lafayette at 10:15 p.m. with additional clothing,
fluids, and food. By 12:45 a.m., Al, his cousin, and AMC rescuers were moving;
a half-hour later, NHFG conservation officers arrived, meeting the party
roughly a half-mile below the summit. From there, the group descended to
Greenleaf Hut, where Al and his cousin spent the night before hiking down
the Old Bridle Path in the morning.
Comment: Unfamiliar with White Mountain hiking and, in particular,
this route and ridge, Al got in over his head, to the point where a missed
trail junction and the added effort of rectifying that mistake stopped him.
His difficulty on Lafayette reminds us how complex the management of
even a day hike can be. Once we gain experience, the routine of eating and
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hydrating and resting—different for each body—becomes just that: routine.
But before routine’s wisdom becomes second nature, every hiker suffers a
stretch of vulnerability. Add to that the demands of this route—which I also
talked about in the previous story—and Al’s overextension can be seen as
typical of many new to White Mountain hiking. Also, missing a trail junction,
recovering from that mistake, and having night come on intensifies the drain
on energy and self-confidence. Al had the good fortune to encounter his
trouble on a clear night with mild temperatures and to have a capable hut
crew nearby.
Also on July 12, George K., age 43, and friends set out to ascend Mount
Washington, arriving at the summit late in the afternoon, after all the
facilities there were closed. Uncertain of the quickest way down, they asked
tourists and were told to follow the Cog Railway, which they did. By around
8:45 p.m., with the light dwindling, George called for help. After ascertaining that the group was sufficiently equipped, NHFG Conservation
Officer Matt Holmes attempted to “talk the party down” on the phone. This
attempt met with some, though not total, success. Finally, Holmes walked up
to retrieve the party about a mile from the base of the railroad at 1:40 a.m.

The 8.9-mile “Franconia loop” follows the exposed ridge from Little Haystack Mountain
to Lincoln, in the distance. Many get in trouble on this loop. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN
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Comment: Needing to ask tourists loitering atop Washington for the
hiking route down—that’s a stunner. The chances of getting advice from
someone who drove or rode to the top are excellent. “Why not,” non-hikers
must reason, “take the direct line down? Those tracks look pretty good?” Yes,
why not?
	I like Officer Holmes’ initial attempt to help this party self-rescue.

It’s the Getting Down
The next two incidents take us to Cannon Cliff. It is not the technical climbing that concerns us here, but the return from it.
	On September 20 at a little after 7 p.m., NHFG was notified of a call
for help from the top of Cannon Cliff. Alison W. and Zachary C. (ages not
reported) were cold and wet in foggy, 45-degree conditions and had no gear
for an overnight stay. Their only light was the cell phone they had used to call.
The pair had climbed the Moby Grape route, topping out at 4:30 p.m., and
then failing to find the trail that climbers use to walk back down. Once night
arrived, they called for help.
Conservation officers responded, leaving at 8:30 p.m. on the trail from
the Profile Lake parking area and making contact with the pair at 10:30 p.m.
From there, the officers requested and received coordinates guiding them to
Kinsman Ridge Trail because they deemed a descent of the climber’s trail too
dangerous in the dark. After reaching the Kinsman Ridge Trail a little after
midnight, the group descended, arriving at the base at 1:30 a.m.
	On July 26 at around 9 p.m., William H.-C., who was in his early 20s,
and his friend, Daniel R. (age not reported), called 911 from the top of
Cannon Cliff. The two could not find a trail down and felt unprepared to
spend the night out. The evening was clear with a temperature around 60
degrees. Two NHFG conservation officers responded. They climbed the old,
unmarked trail from the Profile Lake parking lot and met the two climbers
some 30 yards off the trail, near the site of the now-fallen Old Man of the
Mountain. The officers gave the two men some drink and food and then
guided them down to the parking area. During a subsequent interview, the
officers learned that the two climbers had ascended the Whitney-Gilman
route earlier, then attempted Moby Grape, overextending both selves and day
and becoming benighted and lost.
Though they were wearing helmets and headlamps and carrying a rope,
both men were dressed in cotton and had little else for equipment. The officers
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also learned that the pair was unaware of and had not signed the climbing
log at the base; nor did they have a map or compass. From New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, the two men had learned of the climb via the Internet. This was
their first climb in the White Mountains.
Comment: In both incidents, climbers knew how to get up routes but
lacked planning or foresight to get back down or stay out overnight. None of
these climbers had ever seen Cannon Mountain’s cliffs and did not know the
climbers’ descent path. None of them carried a map. All of them admitted to
officers that they had overextended.
What separates the two incidents is what also joins them: both pairs called
for help, but only one truly needed it. Alison and Zachary were benighted
without lights and gear on a wet, 45-degree night, and so risked hypothermia.
Yes, they might have huddled together and toughed out the night, but their
call is understandable.
William and Daniel’s call, on a clear, 60-degree evening in July, seems a
classic moment of technology trumping sense and independence. Stay the
night; go a little hungry; save yourselves in the morning. That the pair had
also found this climb on the Internet and followed its directions there points
further to the fingertip problem of disconnect between what’s virtual and
what’s real and the experience and common sense needed to thrive in that
real world. And, of course, those called in to rescue are real people, as are the
resources expended to rescue those who press the keys of calling.
As anyone wandering the trails in the Whites, or these pages, will know,
mountain sense (an upland version of common sense) does not always
correlate with academic intelligence. During research, I found that
William had recently been awarded a Fulbright scholarship in molecular and
cellular biology.
	In both cases, conservation officers recommended that those rescued be
charged for the rescue.

Revisiting Your Past
On June 16, Paul R., age 67, and his wife, whose name and age were
unavailable, set out to revisit his past, returning to Mount Washington for
the first time in more than 40 years. The couple took the Cog Railway to
the summit and, beginning at noon, walked down Nelson Crag Trail to the
auto road, then crossed Alpine Garden and on to Tuckerman Ravine and
Tuckerman Ravine Crossover trails to the Crawford Path and Lakes of the
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Clouds Hut, where they spent the night. This mild 3.5-mile hike took the
couple ten hours, during which time Paul injured his toe. The next day, they
departed from the hut at 9 a.m. to descend on Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail.
Throughout the day, a number of hikers on the way up passed the couple.
Barry N. of Jefferson, New Hampshire, passed the two in the morning.
Descending that afternoon, Barry found Paul and his wife barely a hundred
yards lower than their morning meeting. Barry decided to stay with the
couple and help Paul as best he could. As afternoon wore on, it became clear
to Barry and other passersby who had joined the effort to help that Paul
would not get down without a rescue. Paul had been resistant to calling for
help, but at around 4 p.m., he acceded to it. At this time, the couple and three
samaritans were just above Gem Pool, about 1.5 miles from the base. Twentytwo volunteers (from Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue, Androscoggin
Valley Search and Rescue, AMC, and Twin Mountain Fire and Rescue) and
four NHFG conservation officers joined two helpers still at the scene in a
carryout. They began at around 6 p.m. and reached the base at 8:30 p.m.
Comment: That Paul outwalked his capabilities is clear. In an interview
with conservation officers, his wife noted that the couple made a bad decision
to descend after the ten-hour effort of the preceding day, and that they had
done little beyond assembling gear to prepare for this hike. People so easily
rise into trouble on Mount Washington. The Cog Railway or the auto road
delivers them into the austere uplands, and then their initial steps amble
downhill. But, of course, the farther people descend on the trails, the deeper
they move into terrain that demands a fitness level and experience that can’t
be purchased with a ticket to the summit, or the past.
Added reminder: 28 people carried Paul down. NHFG recommended
Paul be billed for this rescue.

Major Convergence: 37 Rescued at Night on Minor Mountain
July 19 set conservation officers walking and hikers’ tongues wagging:
37 people needed rescue on New Hampshire’s Mount Major. At 4:15 p.m.,
two Swiss visitors, Moyva Rao N., age 48, and his daughter, Raasida G., age
19, started up the mountain. From the summit, they took the blue trail until
it intersected with some green blazes. Taking them to be trail markers, they
followed the green blazes, which were instead boundary markers, until the
blazes petered out. Lost, they called for help a little before 8 p.m.
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Beginning at nearly the same time, a Massachusetts church group of 35,
including 16 children as young as 3 years old, aimed up Major. They too summited and then spent time admiring the views and picking berries. When
they left the top, they started down a different trail that led away from their
original trailhead; by the time they realized this error, darkness was settling
in. Without lights or overnight provisions they called for help at 8:30 p.m. and
then sat down to wait where they were.
Personnel from Alton’s police and fire departments responded, but they
were hampered by inconsistent phone coverage. They, in turn, called NHFG,
whose officers arrived at 10:30 p.m. Rescuers aimed first for the group of 35
and its children; an Alton Fire Department member found them at 1:30 a.m.
The group was gathered around a fire and singing songs as they waited.
The full rescue crew, with lights and provisions, arrived, and the group
emerged from the woods a little after 3 a.m.
Meanwhile, rescuers summoned a Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced
Response Team helicopter to assist with the other search, using searchlights
and forward looking infrared radiometer (FLIR) technology. The helicopter
arrived at 3:45 a.m. Two conservation officers made voice contact with the
lost Swiss hikers at around 4:30 a.m., and the helicopter was brought into
that area, where the hikers were then found. Officers guided them out of
the woods.
Comment: That’s surely a passel of misdirected hikers. Little mountains—
even ones named Major—inspire confidence in people. Nothing could go
wrong on such a little hill, they seem to think. And so, often, people go uphill
at all hours and with little preparation (see also this column’s first incident
on Mount Watatic). Of course, no mountain or woodland feels little when it
gets dark. That darkness always follows light should be enough to get anyone
walking up into the woods and hills to carry headlamps or flashlights; that the
church group didn’t is inexplicable.
The DHART copter draws attention also. Yes, a lot was going on for
searchers and authorities on Major that night. But summoning such thermalimaging technology in the absence of medical emergency (the incident report
makes no reference to such a plight for the Swiss tourists) seems over the top.
The ease with which we press keys runs deeply counter to the spirit many of
us seek in the mountains and to the self-reliance we profess as central.
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How Hurt?
September 20 is the pivot-point of seasons in the valleys, but up high, it
can mean the early onslaught of cold. On that day, the Mount Washington
Observatory reported temperatures in the low 40s, with sustained winds of
50 to 60 mph and very low visibility. In those conditions Suzanne C., age
46, and her friend, Julie L. (age not reported), were crossing Gulfside Trail
between Mounts Adams and Jefferson on their way toward Lakes of the
Clouds Hut when, at around 11:15 a.m., Suzanne slipped on wet rocks and
fell. She felt injured enough to need aid. Julie backtracked to Madison Spring
Hut for help. A hiker came upon Suzanne and advised her not to walk. That
hiker set out in search of a cell phone, coming finally across another hiker
with a phone three-quarters of a mile later. He borrowed the phone, called
911, and, at 12:30 p.m., NHFG was notified.
	Sergeant Mark Ober took charge of the rescue, and, in his later report, he
said that the initial caller had made Suzanne’s injuries out to be “a possible
life-threatening emergency.” Ober responded accordingly, first exploring the
possibility of helicopter rescue (weather wouldn’t permit) and then summoning
a wealth of rescuers (AMC, Randolph Mountain Club, AVSAR, Stonehearth
Open Learning Opportunities [SOLO], and three more conservation officers)
for what would be a challenging carryout from a location above treeline that
was five miles from a road. Also a factor in what became a large and, finally,
puzzling effort was the appearance, over time, of two doctors, both of whom
advised that Suzanne not walk and then moved on themselves.
By 2:15 p.m., initial rescuers from AMC and RMC reported they had
arrived at the scene near the junction of Israel Ridge and Gulfside trails.
They provided added gear and clothing to keep Suzanne warm until other
rescuers arrived.
At 4:52 p.m., Conservation Officers Glen Lucas and Bob Mancini arrived,
and, after assessing Suzanne’s injuries, they radioed that they would try to
help Suzanne walk down via the Lowe’s Path. Meanwhile, other rescuers
were converging on the area. Ober, who was also working with “spotty
communication,” called an AVSAR volunteer and had him hike down to
the 23 volunteers from SOLO, who were climbing Lowe’s Path, and they
agreed to wait in support at the Log Cabin, situated at about 3,000 feet of
elevation. AVSAR volunteers who had ascended Caps Ridge Trail soon joined
the rescue. By now, more than 30 rescuers were active on the mountain.
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By 5:30 p.m., three conservation officers and volunteers from AVSAR,
AMC, and RMC were helping Suzanne walk out; from Thunderstorm
Junction, they turned down Lowe’s Path, and, once they reached treeline,
the conservation officers were confident that she could continue. Ober then
released the SOLO volunteers and others from AVSAR. At 12:30 a.m., the
party escorting Suzanne arrived at the base, where they were met by an
ambulance requested by Suzanne.
	Suzanne told Officer Ober that after she’d fallen, while she waited for Julie
to go to the hut, two doctors, one an emergency-room doctor, and the other
an anesthesiologist, had each checked on her, and each had recommended
that she not move. Suzanne said that she had a cell phone but chose not call
for rescue. The rescue effort had begun when the hiker who found her sitting
down had started the alarm.
Comment: That medical information is redacted from official reports
supplied to me hinders my analysis. Officer Ober’s comment on this rescue
is professionally worded, but a sense of exasperation emanates from it too:
“Unfortunately, this was another case of over-exaggeration of the extent of
injuries. I’m not sure why the calls that came in via 911 reported such severe
injuries, but the bottom line is that the victim was never in any medical
emergency.” He also noted that the doctors “didn’t feel it necessary to stay and
assist in her rescue.”
	I too am puzzled: first by the initial call, launched by a passerby who hiked
three-quarters of a mile to find a phone when, by her report, Suzanne had
one; then by the chimeric appearance of doctors who offered opinions and
then moved off into the fog. So much seems to be missing in this account,
and, without reassembling the whole cast of volunteers and passersby, it’s
impossible to know all the reasons for the scope of this rescue. What is clear is
that NHFG officers, who bear legal leadership responsibility for such rescues,
must err on the side of overcommitment when the call about trouble on the
ridges comes in. That cautious approach must be even stronger when the
weather adds the threat of hypothermia.
	If one places oneself in Suzanne’s boots, uncertain about an injury, then
being advised by doctors against walking, it’s easy to see why she needed the
support and confidence supplied by Officers Lucas and Mancini before she
attempted to walk out herself.
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Suddenly
On September 7, a clear day with mild temperatures, at around 8:30 a.m.,
Chad Denning, age 39, and two friends set out running the trails around
Mount Moosilauke. For Chad, a noted mountain runner, such forays were
part of the fiber of his life. Near noon, the trio paused for a bit on the upper
reaches of Beaver Brook Trail; as they looked out over the Whites, Chad
collapsed. His friends began cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and a passerby
ran down the trail to a place where he could connect a call for help. NHFG
set the wheels of rescue in motion, reaching Chad at 3:30 p.m., but he never
regained consciousness. Conservation officers were joined by volunteers from
Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue; Upper Valley Wilderness Response
Team; fire departments from Woodstock, Lincoln, Wentworth, and Warren;
and U.S. Forest Service personnel.
Comment: Chad was a noted endurance athlete in the prime of life, so
his death carries the shock of the unexpected and joins a small, but eyecatching, number of such deaths. Conditioned as we are to see fitness as a way
of fending off mortality, and often operating under the American principle
of more is better, we resist such stories. Still, a review of research suggests
the sudden death in highly trained athletes almost always comes from an
underlying condition not caused by the vigorous exercise, but possibly
activated by it. This presents a sobering message of uncertainty; its counter
may only be found in the focus on and celebration of the moment of life
and the footsteps in which we live it. Here, Chad’s exuberant running on the
slopes many of us cherish offers an example, and, perhaps, some solace. In
place and in the present, we are alive until we are not.

Leaving Jefferson
On August 29, thirteen hikers from a Maine club called the Denmark
Mountain Hikers left Jefferson Notch bound for Mount Jefferson’s summit
via Caps Ridge Trail. The weather was clear and mild. Among the group
was Greg L., age 63. The hikers made good progress up the steep, dry trail,
surmounting its rocky knobs and reveling in the perfect mountain day.
As the group reached the junction where Caps Ridge Trail meets
Cornice Trail, a little after 1 p.m., Greg collapsed. His peers went to him
immediately, beginning CPR, working without panic from the training many
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The Denmark Mountain Hikers just hours before Greg L., in the back at right in sunglasses, collapsed on the Caps Ridge Trail. RICK DENNEN

had in Wilderness First Aid from SOLO. They also called Rick Wilcox of
Mountain Rescue Service and he, in turn, called NHFG, where Sergeant
Mark Ober set about coordinating a rescue. Clear weather and the severe
nature of Greg’s condition led Ober to try for a helicopter rescue, and
DHART agreed to make the attempt. Meanwhile, conservation officers
drove to the summit of Mount Washington and prepared to hike down to
the site, and Mount Washington State Park employee Jim Cyrs was already
on his way there.
By 3:45 p.m., the DHART helicopter hovered overhead, but, despite efforts
by the party of hikers, they could find no landing zone in the steep terrain.
The Denmark Hikers had kept up their CPR for more than two hours, but,
with no response, they finally stopped. The rescue became a recovery, and,
a little before 6 p.m., a National Guard Black Hawk helicopter arrived with
a basket and hoist and lifted Greg’s body from the side of the mountain.
Comment: There is no way of knowing if Greg felt any physical warnings
before his collapse. That sort of private communication and question within
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self rarely surfaces, but it’s important that each of us acknowledges it. What
is clear is the concerted and coordinated effort his companions made to help
him. They had prepared for such a moment, and they tried to meet it.
A question surfaces about helicopter rescues or “extractions” as they are
called in reports: might it make sense for DHART to equip its helicopters
with a basket and hoist so that, like the National Guard, DHART could lift
people from places where landing is impossible? I ask this without knowing
what sort of technical requirements a helicopter must meet to perform such
lifts, but, given that DHART helicopters seem now to be part of the fabric of
rescue, it seems a reasonable question.
	Source note: Details about this rescue come partly from an account
written by Denmark Hiker Alan Crabtree, columnist for the Bridgton (Maine)
News and a retired NHFG conservation officer. Crabtree was part of Greg’s
group on Jefferson.

From Katahdin
Maine’s preeminent mountain isn’t our usual territory; it could generate its
own column. But a summary on the blog Northeast Explorer sent me to some
links and brings you this short story. It is emblematic of the ongoing discussion of how responsive we want our rescuers, both professional and volunteer,
to be.
	On June 27, Justin L., age 17; a friend, Rose R., also 17; and Justin’s
grandfather, Miles S., age 75, climbed Katahdin. On the way down, the two
younger hikers separated from Miles so that they would have time to fish at
the day’s end; the three had agreed to this plan. As dusk deepened, Justin and
Rose grew concerned when Miles didn’t catch up with them. They worried
both for Miles’s health and because he had the car keys. Justin approached a
park ranger and asked that he go back up Hunt Trail to search for Miles.
The park ranger replied that, unless they knew that Miles was injured, it
was up to the threesome to work out his getting down. Anxious about his
grandfather (and anxious also because Rose was too tired to go back up and
would have to wait alone outside their car), Justin repacked his gear and went
up in search of his grandfather. He found Miles a mile and a half up the trail,
sitting on a rock in the dark. Miles had forgotten to bring a light, and, once
darkness came on, he felt it was unsafe to descend any farther, so he sat down
to wait. The two started down and were met soon by a ranger, who had been
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sent up when the rangers had learned that Justin was a minor (he had not told
them earlier).
All ended well, but the Bangor Daily News reported on July 9 that
Justin’s family blasted state park officials for not rescuing Miles. Baxter
State Park’s published and publicized policy, however, argues against such
easy summoning, saying that rangers will only work to rescue those who are
injured. Getting benighted in benign weather doesn’t qualify. Here’s how
Baxter State Park Director Jensen Bissell put it in the article: “‘We try our
best to prepare people,’ Bissell said. ‘We’re going to tell you what you need
and advise you as much as we can. Your safety is something we take as our
responsibility right up until you get to the trailhead. Then, after that, it’s
yours. Think about what could happen,’ Bissell said. ‘Sometimes hikes don’t
go as you plan.’”
	In the Whites, our officials tend toward the responsive end of the rescue
spectrum, when hikers are late or lost, but there have been encouraging
instances of rescuers trying to “talk” people down from the hills before rescuers
go to retrieve the climbers. Given technology’s expansive and expanding reach,
this discussion is bound to recur, at times, loudly. I hope the Katahdinesque
side of self-reliance persuades.
The article drew robust comment: 367 notes before the comment section
was closed (though, per usual with public commentary, the thread degenerated
into name-calling and misinformed anti-government/tax screeds). Of note
was a clear, forceful articulation of the case against easily summoned rescue
and for self-reliance, written by Alex G. of Portland, Maine. “For me, one
of the most exhilarating features of Katahdin is knowing that if I mess up
on a hike, it’s on me to fix it. [Justin L.] is correct that the park’s policy on
this matter is not as clear in the minds of visitors as it should be, even with
the extraordinary lengths park authorities go through to ensure the safety of
visitors. But I think it’s clear on whose back this mess-up is.”

Follow-Up from Winter/Spring 2014 Issue Incident,
“In the Heart of Winter”
On occasion, I check back on the aftermath of an incident to see what results
or lessons it may have imparted. Last winter’s column spent a number of
inches considering the cold, wind-scoured trial undergone by four hikers from
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania’s Quest program, and the remarkable
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nighttime saving pulled off by rescuers. The Questers were back at it this
winter, driving to and aiming up at Mount Washington in mid-January. I
wondered what changes they might have made after last winter’s incident.
I got in touch, and Brett Simpson, Quest’s executive director, talked with me
over the phone.
	Simpson’s first change was to return to leading the climb himself. With
15 ascents of Washington and high-altitude mountaineering experience
and avalanche 1 and 2 certifications, Simpson brings the sort of training
Washington can ask for. Chief among other changes for this year’s climb were
better screening of participants and training for them. This year’s party of
seven (two guides and five participants) spent a full day training at the base
of Willey Slide before climbing Washington. And they trained and climbed
with upgraded equipment as well. Their training also included practice
with feeding and watering to avoid stops and close consideration of pacing.
Simpson also set checkpoints for the day; at these points, they checked time,
pace, and fitness, ready to turn back if they were too slow, or if someone
was faltering. Also, the two guides carried full packs with shelter and stoves
and backup batteries for both the global positioning system and phone. The
climb, undertaken on a cold, windy day, went well; all seven reached the
top and returned together. Simpson felt that 2014’s harshest incident in the
Quest program’s 43-year history had been a good teacher and that it is a better
program for the experience. Based on our conversation, I concur.

Endnote: Talkin’ ’Bout My Generation
Even a cursory scan of this season’s list from which I chose this column’s
mishaps brings me face to face with . . . myself. Or, if not me, then with my
generation. A disproportionate number of this list’s injured or fallen were
age 60 or older, and I wonder if I am seeing the front end of a trend. It is
clear that many 60-plus folks are intent on keeping on with whatever engages
them. And few can have missed the tiresome refrains that keep appearing: “60
is the new 40”; or, “70 is the new 50”; or, “80 is new 20.” Okay, I made the
last one up, but you get the drift.
	Still, repetition or cliché often includes some truth. It does seem that my
generation is aiming uphill in larger numbers than were past generations, and
that is reflected also in accidents. For me, the key question is not whether we
should head out and up—we should—but rather how much accrued wisdom
we take with us, and use, when we do.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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